HIV type-1 latency: targeted induction of proviral reservoirs.
HIV type-1 (HIV-1) can establish a state of latency in infected patients, most notably in resting CD4(+) T-cells. This long-lived reservoir allows for rapid re-emergence of viraemia upon cessation of highly active antiretroviral therapy, even after extensive and seemingly effective treatment. Successful depletion of such latent reservoirs is probably essential to 'cure' HIV-1 infection and will require therapeutic agents that can specifically and efficiently act on cells harbouring latent HIV-1 provirus. The mechanisms underlying HIV-1 latency are not well characterized, and it is becoming clear that numerous factors, both cell- and virus-derived, are involved in the maintenance of proviral latency. The interplay of these various factors in the context of viral reactivation is still poorly understood. In this article, we review the current knowledge regarding the mechanisms underlying maintenance of HIV-1 latency, both transcriptional and post-transcriptional, with a focus on potential targets that might be exploited to therapeutically purge latent proviral reservoirs from infected patients.